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The purpose of teaching is to effectively get students to learn the curriculum in a way 
that will help them in the future. This does not mean one must teach a subject for the 
sake of it, but rather because through the subject and class, different activities will teach 
techniques that can be applied to a much broader subject of life. An example of this 
would be the assignment a professor once gave my studio; a drawing a day, a quick 
ten-minute sketch to just warm up our hands and get our muscles used to the move-
ments. This gave students the opportunity to practice drawing in a very low stress 
environment, but it also gave students a skill that could be applied anywhere at any 
time. Giving students multi-purposed tasks enriches their experiences because they get 
the most out of one single assignment instead of having to do more work to get the 
same learning outcomes. 

As a lead educator this past summer I was able to reflect on the things some profes-
sors did well and other things that could have gone without. Faculty need to be aware of 
their students' learning styles. It is the first and most important thing to note to oneself at 
the beginning of a course as well as the class continues. Everyone learns differently and 
applying a conventional approach is no longer viable; only a small percentage of 
students actually learn in that manner. This is why one can't necessarily know exactly 
what or how they will approach a class, because without knowing the students things 
are just being assumed. This however doesn’t mean one cannot have a rough under-
standing or idea of how to approach a subject/ class. Rather that as a teacher there 
should be enough patience to plan for the nitty gritty until an understanding and connec-
tion with students has been made. In order to be an effective and efficient educator one 
must not only keep the following tenants in mind but also practice them; teachings skills 
that can be used broadly in all activities, recognizing different learning styles and creat-
ing a more inclusive learning environment, creating multi-purposed activities to make the 
best of a student’s time, being approachable so that students feel comfortable enough 
ask questions when they are unsure and finally taking the time to create activities that 
will intrigue students by referencing pop, social or another form of culture. 

T e a c h i n g  P h i lo s o p h y 
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As a student of color who has attended primarily white institutions/ schools through 
middle school, high school undergraduate and now for my masters. I strongly believe in 
how important it is to make students feel heard, respected, and comfortable in a teach-
ing environment. Oftentimes it is so easy to forget those students who are not the 
majority, to leave them to fend for themselves and to figure out how to proceed for the 
entire academic year alone. One must also keep in mind that students never just fit a 
“description” but rather that the interconnectedness that happens in people's lives. We 
teachers may not know what is happening with each student's lives outside of the 
classroom. Meaning that when they are in class it is one's job as an educator to always 
ensure the safety of their students and their comfort within the space. This is not to say 
that students' comfort and safety is not important outside of the classroom but rather that 
one can do more for them within.

One way in which students may feel understood is if they see a clear effort being 
done by the educator to expand the curriculum to not just the basics but rather to teach 
them about people who they may identify with, that are also a part of that subject. By 
doing so some students may begin to feel seen and inspired. In the spring semester of 
2020 there was a discussion class held in the architecture department named “Women 
in Architecture” this class was not only highlighting women architects that have paved 
the way for many of us today but also made a very strong effort to focus on non-white 
women architects. This meant that not only women architects were given the credit they 
deserve in such a male dominant field but also spoke to women of color that make up an 
even smaller percentage of registered architects. As a Hispanic women this class was 
very empowering and gave not just me but other students the fire and 

I n c l u s i v i t y  S t a t e m e n t
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DesignBuild
Elective

Many believe that designers know it all and don’t have enough experience to design 
something that needs to be user friendly. But why is this? Designers many times just 
plan for beautiful structures and may forget about the integrity of the structures built. 
This means that if students had more knowledge or practice physically building their own 
designs, designs that would be used by the public; they would feel obligated to ensure 
the integrity of their projects. (Opens with a logic puzzle.) This elective will begin by first 
making small physical models of designs they choose to build while also researching 
building codes that match their designs. Finally, the project will be built by students and 
moved to its site (TBD) and will be enjoyed by the public. This will give students the 
opportunity to learn some basic structural qualities they might have not known if not for 
this course. Final projects will be done 1 to 1 scales and materials will vary from project 
to project. This gives students will come away with a who take the course to a new 
outlook as they proceed in their education and professional careers. An outlook that will 
not only allow them to think of the practical side of design more, but also help them grow 
their relationship with those that work in the building of their designs. This will be a 
collaborative class that gives students the opportunity to learn some real-world experi-
ence concerning working with a team rather than the more common individual projects 
found in many studio courses.

Skills will be developed through:

 1. Rhino

 2. Woodshop

 3. Sketching

 4. Model making

Course Proposal: 1
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. Architecture Through the Lens of Astrology
Elective

Can the star's alignment at the time of your birth have anything to do with the way 
you design? Many are skeptical about astrology but learning about placements and 
well-established architects can teach us a bit more about how the two intertwine. We will 
be reading Architecture/ Astrology by Dann Graham and Jessica Russell along with a 
series of supporting readings and discussions. This will then be applied to each 
student's personal birth chart. OH MY!!! A series of designs and illustrations will be done 
and will be inspired by their own personal charts. The final product will be a show show-
casing the students work; a mix of 2d and 3d work. This will teach students to develop 
their own personal aesthetic that may be applied to any number of things in the future 
whether it is school or their professional lives. This may also introduce them to new 
techniques in order to reach their personal aesthetics.  �What is astrology today? Has it 
been revisited? What types of designers have used astrology in the past? These are all 
questions that will be explored and answered in order to push projects and personal 
styles forward.

Skills will be developed through:

1. Illustrator

2 Photoshop

3 Model making

4  Color theory

Course Proposal: 11
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Illustrating Food/ Architecture of Food
Elective

What is your favorite meal? Could it be a good home cooked meal or something new 
and adventurous that you’d never tried before. Regardless of what it is, you can use that 
as a place to start this course. This course is to expand on some basic techniques and 
skills that will lay the foundation for even more advanced illustrations in the future. This 
elective is for students who are interested in illustration but want to do it with a twist and 
more free way. This course will be illustration after illustration; practice is the best way in 
which each student will get better and more comfortable with illustrations. Besides that 
we will also be viewing established illustration artists and their approach to the craft.

These skills will not just be applicable in illustration but also in any area that requires 
visual communication. This course will be structured in such a way that you all have the 
opportunity and flexibility to explore different themes and topics that interest you, while 
also learning and advancing in illustration. This course is designed to explore different 
forms of communication through food. Food is something that can connect many people 
from all walks of life, but teaching others how to create recipes/ dishes through the use 
of illustrations and minimal if any words will teach the importance of detail. This class will 
show students how to read and understand and through trial and error finding ways to 
show off their recipes.

Skills will be developed through:

1. Illustrator

2. Photoshop

3. Indesign

Course Proposal: 111
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Example Syllabus:

Illustrating Food/ Architecture of Food
Elective

Description:

What is your favorite meal? Could it be a good home cooked meal or something new and 
adventurous that you’d never tried before. Regardless of what it is, you can use that as a 
place to start this course. Food is something that we all enjoy, regardless of our             
backgrounds, this is also a good place to share and be open to learning about new cultures 
and being more open minded as well as accepting. Now we can share our favorite dishes by 
using illustrations as a way to experience the meals. They say that tasting food is partially 
done with our eyes and now we will be putting it to the test. 

Together we will expand on some basic techniques and skills that will lay the foundation 
for even more advanced illustrations in the future. Students who are interested in illustration 
but want to do it with a twist and in a more free way are welcome. Participants will create 
illustration after illustration; practice is the best way in which each student will get better and 
more comfortable with illustrations. Besides that we will also be viewing established illustra-
tion artists and their approach to the craft, such as Caz Hildebrand, Johanna Kindvall, 
Wendy MacNaughton, Carl Warner, Tjalf Sparnaay, Mao Momiji and many more. 

These skills will not just be applicable in illustration but also in any area that requires 
visual communication. This course will be structured in such a way that you all have the 
opportunity and flexibility to explore different themes and topics that interest you regarding 
epicurean, digestible, or edibles themes while also learning and advancing in illustration. 
This course is designed to explore different forms of communication through food. This class 
will show students how to read and understand through trial and error finding ways to show 
off their recipes.  

Course Goals: 

1.    Illustrator

2. Photoshop

3. Color theory

4. Personal style

5. Visual communication
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Learning Outcomes of Course Percentage of Final Course Grade 
1. Tracing favorite food (Research) 10% 

2. Instructions to cook/ Recipe (Process) 15% 
3. Animation of Recipe. (Narration) 20% 
4. Cover to cook book  (Condensation) 15% 
5. Final CookBook. (Synthesis) 40% 

Weekly Plan:
Week1:

Learning techniques to tracing and playing with colors also looking at examples.

Week2:

Playing with different fonts, colors and styles.

Emerging Learning Outcomes

1. Communication

2. Visual Aid 

Week3:

Looking at different examples of animation that will help further communicate recipes through visuals only.

Week4:

Exploring personal styles and looking at examples for a cookbook cover.

Week5:

Will begin to pick out recipes and sketch out ideas.

Developing Learning Outcomes

1. Begin to Synthesis

2. More Cohesiveness

3. Planning

Week6:

Put the Cookbook together, drawing, recipes and a series of animations will all come together.

Advanced Learning Outcomes
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Stacking Your Food :
Illustrating your Recipe’s

Description: 

As we move forward the next step in our process to becoming more skilled                
illustrators is adapting the technical drawings that are used in architecture and applying 
them to teach and show off some of our favorite recipes. You will be practicing your skills 
as illustrators in order to develop  your own style. While also learning the importance of 
architectural drawings and their abilities to explain projects, by showing off specific 
qualities through the use of the drawing. This can be done digitally or by hand but it is 
strongly encouraged to be done digitally, as it will help you move forward to the following 
steps. In this assignment you will decide and choose which technical drawing such as 
plan, section, perspective or exploded axon will tell the most about your recipe. Not only 
will you practice your technical skills you will also touch upon the use of color. Choosing 
the correct colors for individual projects can help propel drawings forward and become 
easier to communicate your intentions. Freedom of style, drawing technique and recipe 
are allowed as the same skills are learned and pushed to the next steps of the class.

Overview:  

 Create a recipe that can be followed easily by first picking the appropriate              
architecture representation and then using color and personal style to make it more 
legible. 

Goals:

1.    To share a recipe with classmates as well as the public

2.    To create a style that represents themselves

3.    To practice the technical side of creating architectural drawings 

4.    To use color as a tool to make recipe drawings more legible

Outcomes: 

1.    Have an illustrated recipe that can be easily legible

2.    Share our favorite food in order to show a little bit of our own 

       backgrounds creating a more open accepting space

Class Project:
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3.    Creating an individual illustration style

4.    Completing an architecture drawing of food 

5.    Being comfortable with color selection and creating color palettes

Assessment  

Basic Contenpancy:  

1.    A legible illustrator recipe is created with a decent amount of words

2.    An architecture drawing is successfully completed 

3.    The student is satisfied with their work and feels comfortable proceeding 

       to the following assignment with little edits to their new established 

       illustration style 

Advanced Contenpancy:

1.    A recipe that can be shared past the class is made to begin a 

      dialogue surrounding culture and acceptance

2.    The student is satisfied with their work and feels comfortable 

       proceeding to the following assignment with their new established 

       illustration style

3.    Students feels comfortable using the learned skills with other subjects 

4.    An architecture drawing is successfully completed and serves its purpose 

      the best for that given recipe

5.    Students learns and understands that different architecture drawings serve  

       different purposes

6.    Critical thinking is integrated into technical ability 

7.    A legible illustrator recipe is created with little to no words
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Midterm Feedback Form:

Course Goals:
 
To get more practice and become more comfortable with illustrations 
To understand how to make and  which architecture drawings to pick from
Creating legible illustrations and creating personal style

1.    I am interested in the work im producing. 

               Disagree              1      2       3       4      5              Agree

2.     This course has challenged me to consider new ideas, concepts or 
          ways of thinking.

               Disagree              1      2       3       4      5              Agree       

3.     Discussions & critiques in this class have been engaging and effective.

               Disagree              1      2       3       4      5              Agree

4.       Material covered in class has been helpful to me.

               Disagree              1      2       3       4      5              Agree

5.       I expect to get _____ in this course. 

6. Do you feel that this course has provided you with a franworks conducive to learning?

7. If you were to delete an element off of this course, what would it be?
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Grading Rubric:
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